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     Date: 01
st
 July 22                        Class Teacher: Ms Suma Mary                      

With the enlightening rays of the sun and blessings of the Almighty, Class XII-A inaugurated the 

first Offline Class Assembly of the Academic Year 2022 – 23 after a hiatus of almost two years 

as a consequence of the devastating pandemic. 
 

The event marked by joie de vivre (a feeling of happiness) gave the students an opportunity to 

efficiently bring the 8 forms of intelligence at the forefront on the topic ‘How School Fosters 

Human Excellence through Competence in 3 ways’. 

The proceedings began with the class choir singing the DAV Gaan with patriotic fervor and the 

Gayatri Mantra invoking the blessings of the Almighty. The next phase of the assembly was the 

most awaited one, unfolding the days and nights of hard work of the students to seamlessly 

showcase the 3 ways. 

The first program ‘Value our Values’- LACTIC saw 7 students enumerating on the School Value 

System- Leadership, Ardour, Commitment, Teamwork, Integrity and Creativity and how the 

values constitute the wider puzzle of Competence. To make the objective reverberate, the 

DAVites of different classes representing each value were honoured real time, much to the 

delight of the spectators. 

The second program – Utsav inclined towards a conceptual handling of the topic with the crux 

being -Creative and Intellectual Competence. The storyline was about two students visiting a fair 

and being taken by surprise by the smorgasbord (variety) of kiosks. An engaging ‘fuzz your 

brain up’ aroused the intellectual competencies of the audience and a voting contest to adjudge 

the best Art work highlighted Creative Competence. The fair replicated the environs of the 

School that is lively with the unabated participation of the students in various contests all year 

long. 

DANCE ‘21 – had the name speak for itself. The vigour and innovation demanded by the 21st 

century affairs found a seat in the program with the students shaking a leg to a motley of tunes. 

The program saw a fusion of elegant Bharatnatyam steps with ardourous yoga asanas at 

concurrence and a formation, much to the exhilaration of the audience. 
 

Before the curtains fell, the Principal gave an inspiring feedback marveling at the skills of the 

DAVites. She acknowledged the fortune of having the forenoon gathering back again which was 

almost a ritual in the pre-pandemic life. Her message to have an ‘eye for detail’ resounded 

throughout the speech in which she applauded the organizational skills of the students and the 

perfect paraphernalia. A few parents registered their views regarding the assembly and were 

equally enthralled to see their wards back again on the most revered stage. 
 

Energised by the words of appreciation, Students of XII A bubbled with satisfaction and set forth 

with a fire to tackle any challenge and endeavor in their life! 



             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

        

Staff and Students receive a verbal mention for 

upholding the School Values 

Students bring alive the volley of activities that mark 

 the calendar year of the School 

Dance 21 - charging up the 21
st
 Century skills The galaxy of students who excel in their arenas 

Parents and Students Bask in the sun and take lessons on 

Competence 

An innovative expression of gratitude 


